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SFTP Revenue Strategy
San Francisco’s needs for transportation funding—even to maintain the existing transit and street networks in today’s condition—far exceed expected revenues and most funds are already committed to specific projects and purposes. The SFTP proposes
ways to invest the dollars we expect to have most effectively to make progress toward our goals, but analysis shows that this
progress is limited unless we identify new revenues. The SFTP recommends a two-pronged revenue strategy. First, the SF Investment Plan calls for advocating for new federal, state and regional funding sources (consistent with the Bay Area’s long-range
transportation plan, Plan Bay Area). Second, the SF Investment Vision calls for an additional $7.5 billion in locally-controlled
revenues that San Francisco could put into place and direct toward transportation.
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SF Investment Vision
A combination of the local
funding sources from the right
can provide the additional
$7.5B needed beyond the SF
Investment Plan to achieve the
$82.5B SF Investment Vision.
The Mayor’s Transportation
2030 Task Force is developing
recommendations for potential
new local transportation revenues.
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SF Investment Plan
Includes both existing and anticipated new
federal, state, and regional revenues.

ANTICIPATED REVENUES: $3.1B
EXISTING REVENUES: $1.9B

Contact the SFTP
PHONE: 415.593.1670
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$

Of the $75 Billion in revenue we expect through 2040, only $5 Billion is uncommitted
or discretionary. Some of these sources exist today. For instance, it assumes
continuation of the Prop K half-cent sales tax through adoption of a new Expenditure
Plan by 2034. The $5 Billion also includes anticipated new revenues: new regional,
state or federal revenues that require voter and/or legislative approval (such as a
bridge toll increase, regional gas tax or state transportation bond). The SFTP revenue
strategy seeks to position San Francisco well to compete for these new sources.
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